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                                  Assam Schedule VII, Form No 132

HIGH COURT FORM NO. (J) 2

HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/ CASE

District: Nagaon, Assam

In the Original Court of the Munsiff, Hojai

Present: JAGAT DAS, A.J.S

 Monday, the 6 th day of March, 2017

Title Suit No 115/2014

Plaintiff:  Mustt. Faiyaz Ali

S/o- Lt. Raiyab Ali

R/o-Vill-No-1Koroiuni, Mouza-P.S-Hojai, Dist-Nagaon, Assam.

 Vs 

Defendants: Md. Nasir Uddin Laskar & others

This suit/ case coming on for final hearing on 25/1/2017 & 22/2/2017 in the 

presence of

 S.R.Choudhury…………………. Advocate for the plaintiff

And

None for the defendant

And having stood for consideration to this day the Court delivered the following 

judgment:

JUDGMENT

1. This is a suit filed by the plaintiff for declaration, confirmation of 

possession,  recovery  of  khas  possession,  compensation  and  for 

permanent injunction and precept in respect of suit land described in the 

“schedules” of the plaint (hereinafter referred to as suit land). 
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                   Case of the plaintiff:

2. The case of the plaintiff, in brief, as revealed from the plaint is 

that the suit patta land measuring 14B-3K-3L land coveted by dag no-

172/175  of  PP  no-179  of  Karaiuni  Kissamat  under  Kapasbari  Mouza, 

Nagaon originally  belonged to one Abdul  Rahim. After  death of  Abdul 

Rahim his heirs two sons namely, Raiyab Ali since deceased and Rais Ali, 

since deceased, and four daughters namely, Sarifa Khatun, Kadarjan Bibi, 

Kotina Bibi and Ayufa Bibi inherited the suit patta land by 2B-4K-12L in 

the share of each son and 1B-2K-6L in the share of each daughter. 

3.  That after death of Raiyab Ali his four sons including plaintiff and 

four daughters inherited his share of 2B-4K-12L of land by 2K-82/3L in 

the share of his each son and 1K-41/3L in the share of his each daughter 

and they have mutated their names in the records of rights.

4.    That after death of Rais Ali his daughter as well as his sole heir 

Moina Bibi since deceased inherited and occupied her father’s share of 

land measuring 2B-4K-12L and mutated her name in the records of rights. 

That Moina Bibi got married to the plaintiff and she died issueless. So, 

after death of Moina Bibi her share of suit patta land measuring 2B-4K-

12L inherited by her husband. So,  the plaintiff got altogether his own 

share in the suit patta land that is 2K-82/3L and the share of Moina Bibi 

that is 2B-4K-12L totaling 3B-1K-2/3L.

5.   That  plaintiff  sold  land  measuring  3K-21/2L  from the  suit  dag 

patta land and after sale there remains 2B-2K-181/6L of land in the name 

of the plaintiff which he is enjoying peacefully by paying its land revenue 

regularly. 

6.  That neither the plaintiff nor his wife Moina Bibi ever sold any land 

to  the  defendant  no-2  Jabeda  Khatoon.  The  defendant  no-2  illegally 

mutated her name in the records of rights.

7.  That on 12/8/2014 the defendants illegally and forcibly occupied 

the agricultural land of the plaintiff that is schedule A land of the plaint. 

The  defendants  caused  loss  and  damaged to  the  food  produce  on A 
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schedule  land  of  the  plaint.  The  defendants  also  caused  trouble  by 

breaking ingress and egress path of the plaintiff. Hence this suit.

8. Despite  proper  service  of  summons  upon  the  defendants  they 

didn’t  contest  the  suit  by  filing  written  statement  and  hence  the  suit 

proceeded ex-parte against them all. 

9.  During the course of the trial the plaintiff examined himself as Pw-

1 and has exhibited one document in support of his claims.

10.  Discussions, Decision and Reasons thereof:

 I have heard the learned counsel for the plaintiff and perused the 

case record in its entirety. The plaintiff is claiming for declaration over the 

suit  land,  confirmation  of  possession,  recovery  of  khas  possession, 

compensation, and precept and for permanent injunction.

I have carefully perused the exhibit exhibited by the plaintiff side. 

Having  gone  through  the  documentary  evidence  and  oral  evidence 

adduced by the plaintiff side it is found that the plaintiff witness no-1 

Faiyaz Ali , the plaintiff himself as Pw-1 in his evidence in chief reiterated 

whatever he has stated in his plaint. In support of the plaintiff’s claims 

plaintiff exhibited one document. Ext-1 is the jamabandi copy of PP no 

179. Upon perusal of the Ext -1 it is found that the names of the plaintiff  

is appeared in the suit patta jamabandi in respect of the suit patta and 

suit dags land.

Even  though  the  suit  was  proceeded  ex-parte  against  the 

defendants,  they  have  been  at  liberty  to  cross  examine  the  plaintiff 

witness  on  the  points  of  law,  to  demolish  the  plaintiff  claims  and  to 

challenge  the  genuineness  of  the  exhibit,  but  the  defendant  neither 

turned up nor challenged the genuineness of the exhibit exhibited by the 

plaintiff  side  hence  there  is  nothing  on  the  record  to  disbelieve  the 

documentary evidence adduced by the plaintiff  in support of his  case. 

Moreover,  the  evidence  in  chief  submitted  by  the  plaintiff  witness 

remained undisputed and unrebutted as the defendant in spite of getting 

sufficient opportunities didn’t contest the suit. As the genuineness of the 

exhibit as well as the claims of the plaintiff is remained undisputed, it is 
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deemed to be true. In absence of anything contrary on the record to the 

plaintiff’s claims, the fact stated by the plaintiff witness on oath in his 

evidence is deemed to be true. By examining the plaintiff witness and by 

exhibiting the document plaintiff has substantiated his claims. 

From the above discussion it is abundantly clear that plaintiff is 

entitled to get the decree as prayed for.

 

11.                                               ORDER 

In the result, the plaintiffs’ case is decreed ex-parte. No cost.

It is hereby declared that the plaintiff has right, title and interest over the 

suit land.

The possession of the plaintiff in respect of schedule B land is confirmed.

Let  the defendants  be ejected from the suit  property  as  described in 

schedule A of the plaint. 

The plaintiff is entitled to get the compensation amount of Rs 10,000/ 

from the defendants. 

The defendants are permanently restrained from creating any disturbance 

to the plaintiffs during enjoying possession over the suit property.

Issue precept. 

12. Let a decree be drawn up.

13. Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 6th day of March, 

2017 at Hojai, Nagaon.

                                                                                    Munsiff, 

         Hojai, Nagaon
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APPENDIX

Plaintiff Witnesses:

1. Pw-1 Faiyaz Ali

Defendants Witness: None

Plaintiffs exhibits:

1. Ext-1 is copy of jamabandi of PP no- 179.

Defendants exhibits: Nil

                                                                                    Munsiff, 

         Hojai, Nagaon
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